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ah di good pussy gyal dem time
wiineeee
she's just that girl, girl

Mi waan you wine. wine pon di dick head, punaany tight
full of grippin. When yuh wine fi mi di wine me get
wicked. yuh bumper fi di-dig bike a nuh stick head.

Cock it mi fren, position different, di fuck mi a defend,
mi tough like cement, sit dong pon buddy, mek it bruk
mek it bend. Wine up yuh body fi mi bubble pon did
riddim.

Girl, mi love yuh girl, mi waan yuh tip up pon yuh toe an
bubble pon mi cocky slow. Girl, mi love yuh giirrlllll
sweat up yuh body wine up fi mi, sweat up yuh body
wine up.

Rest yuh pon di cocky when it hard mek yuh bruk out. Mi
love how yuh set set suh now. GIrl yuh nuh have no
doubt mi love yuh so wine and go down mek yuh waist
go 'round. Whisper inna yuh ear sweet like surround,
yuh put yuh lips pon mi neck like cologne, mek yuh feel
good when mi comfort yuh zone, yuh bend up yuh body
like seh yuh have nothin.

Girl, mi love yuh girl, mi waan yuh tip up pon yuh toe an
bubble pon mi cocky slow. Girl, mi love yuh giirrlllll
sweat up yuh body wine up fi mi, sweat up yuh body
wine up.

Mi waan you wine. wine pon di dick head, punaany tight
full of grippin. When yuh wine fi mi di wine me get
wicked. yuh bumper fi di-dig bike a nuh stick head.

Cock it mi fren, position different, di fuck mi a defend,
mi tough like cement, sit dong pon buddy, mek it bruk
mek it bend. Wine up yuh body fi mi bubble pon did
riddim.

Girl, mi love yuh girl, mi waan yuh tip up pon yuh toe an
bubble pon mi cocky slow. Girl, mi love yuh giirrlllll
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sweat up yuh body wine up fi mi, sweat up yuh body
wine up.

Rest yuh pon di cocky when it hard mek yuh bruk out. Mi
love how yuh set set suh now. GIrl yuh nuh have no
doubt mi love yuh so wine and go down mek yuh waist
go 'round. Whisper inna yuh ear sweet like surround,
yuh put yuh lips pon mi neck like cologne, mek yuh feel
good when mi comfort yuh zone, yuh bend up yuh body
like seh yuh have nothin.

Girl, mi love yuh girl, mi waan yuh tip up pon yuh toe an
bubble pon mi cocky slow. Girl, mi love yuh giirrlllll
sweat up yuh body wine up fi mi, sweat up yuh body
wine up.

Rest yuh pon di cocky when it hard mek yuh bruk out. Mi
love how yuh set set suh now. GIrl yuh nuh have no
doubt mi love yuh so wine and go down mek yuh waist
go 'round. Whisper inna yuh ear sweet like surround,
yuh put yuh lips pon mi neck like cologne, mek yuh feel
good when mi comfort yuh zone, yuh bend up yuh body
like seh yuh have nothin.

ah di good pussy gyal dem time
wiineeee
she's just that girl, girl

Cock it mi fren, position different, di fuck mi a defend,
mi tough like cement, sit dong pon buddy, mek it bruk
mek it bend. Wine up yuh body fi mi bubble pon did
riddim.
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